AWARD-WINNING CRAFT BEERS… LOCAL GIN… CHAMPAGNE…
Eden.Mill Beer Box (12 x 330cl bottles) £28.60
This beer box contains a selection of the following bestsellers from Eden.Mill
19th Brew - 3.9% Our 19th Brew is a crowd pleaser; refreshing, deliciously drinkable and
well balanced golden beer with a hint of citrus and a slightly hoppy character.
Clock Brew - 4.3% Named after the iconic clock on the old paper mill, this beer is classic
Scottish red ale with a hint of pepperiness and hops up front, giving way to a smooth multi
later finish with hints of treacle.
Shipwreck - 6.2% Big and hoppy with lots of sweet tropical fruit notes, our IPA packs in a lot
of flavour. Long conditioning periods have provided the Shipwreck with a mellow hop aroma
and a good bitterness.

Eden.Mill Beer Gift Box (3 x 330cl bottles) £8.65
This beer box contains one of each of the bestsellers above.

St Andrews Brewing Company Beer Box (12 x 500cl bottles) £36
This beer box contains four of each of the following local ales from St Andrews Brewing
Company
Fife Gold. A 4.2% Golden Ale. It is a floral golden ale. It won a gold star in The 2013 Great
Taste Awards. Great for pairing with food.
Crail Ale. A 4.5% Bitter Pale Ale. Made with big American hops for a crisp, citrusy flavour.
The winner of the Sainsbury's Scottish beer hunt 2013, Champion Beer of Fife 2013 and SIBA
silver award 2013.
Neuk Ale. A 4.6% Dark Scotch Ale. Lots of dark caramel flavours with a touch of roast and a
big hop kick.

St Andrews Brewing Company Beer Gift Box (3 x 500cl bottles) £10.50
This beer box contains one of each of the local ales above.

ORIGINAL EDEN.MILL GIN crafted in St Andrews (70cl bottle) £35
The mix of classic gin botanicals and locally foraged sea buckthorn help to give this locally
crafted gin a wonderful honey taste with hints of citrus and exotic fruit.
Serve as a classic G & T with tonic, ice and a wedge of lime or pink grapefruit.

LOVE GIN lovingly crafted in St Andrews (50cl bottle) £30
Small batch LOVE GIN is made with exotic ingredients of red rose petals, marshmallow root,
goji berries and hibiscus flowers resulting in a stunning pink colour and a mellow red berry
and citrus flavour.
Serve over ice, topped up with tonic or Prosecco and strawberries or raspberries.

GOLF GIN crafted in St Andrews (50cl bottle) £30
A modern classic with sweet lemongrass notes on the palate with bursts of mild
pepperiness, strong hints of lime, coriander and aromatic spice.
Serve with a splash of tonic, a couple of ice cubes and a twist of orange or lime peel.

Champagne (Gruet 750cl bottle) £35
Chilled ready for your arrival.

ALL AVAILABLE AT RECEPTION DURING YOUR STAY OR
CAN BE BOOKED IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR ARRIVAL

